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Artega brings back the bubble carArtega brings back the bubble car

Dear Sirs and Madams,

 

2020 is an electrifying year for us: Our beloved Autochen, the KARO-Isetta,

is going to be launched soon!

The most important thing for you at a glance: 

The al l -electric KARO-Isetta takes over the heri tage of theThe al l -electric KARO-Isetta takes over the heri tage of the

ISO IsettaISO Isetta

Sales launch already in January 2020Sales launch already in January 2020

KARO-Isetta avai lable in two trims and six colorsKARO-Isetta avai lable in two trims and six colors

First test drives and del iveries to be expected in Apri lFirst test drives and del iveries to be expected in Apri l

Urbane Mobi l i ty „Made in Germany“Urbane Mobi l i ty „Made in Germany“

Not only the German craftmanship make the KARO-Isetta a special car, but

also the authentic vintage design: the KARO-Isetta has been officially

acknowledged as the successor to the 50s ISO Isetta towards the heirs of

the Isetta father.

https://td4e9a83a.emailsys1a.net/mailing/46/2507185/0/abf420395c/index.html
https://td4e9a83a.emailsys1a.net/c/46/2507185/0/0/0/135901/bb63070678.html


 

The KARO-Isetta combines safety and functionality with ergonomics and

utility value in compliance with the standards of the auto industry. In addition

to high rigidity, safe driving behavior and optimal braking performance, fitting

ergonomics and pleasant comfort are our aspirations.

 

In the coming days we will update you on the upcoming market launch. In

the meantime, we invite you to browse through our FAQ section on

www.artega.de. Here you can find further information about availability and

options.

 

Follow us on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. We are currently expanding

our presence here and look forward to welcoming you here.

 

Also, we would like to use this as an opportunity to thank you.

Especially for your tremendous support.

Together we will make cities more colorful and the air cleaner.

 

Have a great start to the new year!

Best Regards,

Artega Germany
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